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It's all about PRINCIPLES

RULES ARE RULES.

share your talent. move the world.
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THUS!
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REAL ESTATE

share your talent. move the world.
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RE SPONDEO I PROMISE

Romanian: răspunde, răspundere, Romansch: respunder, raspunder, respuonder, rispunder
Sardinian: respúndiri, arraspundi, rispòndhere, rispònnere, Sicilian: rispùnniri, arrispùnniri, Spanish: responder
Venetian: risponder, responder

share your talent. move the world.
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MORALS

+ RESPONSIBILITY

(acting according to your or societies standards and values)

= MORAL RESPONSIBILITY
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CORPORATE MORAL RESPONSIBILITY

AND

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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share your talent. move the world.
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MANAGING ETHICS

ETHICS OF THE MANAGER
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"Integrity is doing the right thing. Even when no one is watching."

C. S. Lewis

share your talent. move the world.
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REAL ESTATE IN SOCIETY

MORALS → PRINCIPLES → RULES

TRUST AND SAFETY

share your talent. move the world.
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ROYAL INSTITUTION OF CHARTERED SURVEYORS

MORALS -> PRINCIPLES -> RULES

MAINTAINING TRUST AND SAFETY

share your talent. move the world.
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A NUMBER OF DUTCH MISUSE/FRAUD CASES
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DE KLIMOP ZAAK/THE IVY CASE

share your talent. move the world.
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DE VESTIA ZAAK/ THE VESTIA CASE
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DE ROCHDALE ZAAK/ THE ROCHDALE CASE
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WHAT’S YOUR CHOICE?

share your talent. move the world.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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